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In this second paper, we develop transferable semiempirical extended Hückel theoretical EHT
parameters for the electronic structure of another technologically important material, namely,
silicon. The EHT parameters are optimized to experimental target values of the band dispersion of
bulk silicon. We quantitatively benchmark our parameters to bulk electronic properties such as band
edge energies and locations, effective masses, and spin-orbit coupling parameters, competitive with
a nearest-neighbor sp3d5s* orthogonal tight-binding model for silicon of T. Boykin et al. Phys. Rev.
B 69, 115201 2004 that has been widely used to model silicon-based devices see, e.g.,
A. Rahman et al. Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. Part I 44, 2187 2005 and J. Wang et al. Appl. Phys. Lett.
86, 093113 2005. The transferability of the parameters is checked for multiple physical and
chemical configurations, specifically, two different reconstructed surfaces, Si100-21 and
Si111-21. The robustness of the parameters to different environments is demonstrated by
comparing the surface band structures with density functional theory GW calculations and
photoemission/inverse photoemission experiments. We further apply the approach to calculate the
one-dimensional band dispersion of an unrelaxed rectangular silicon nanowire and explore the
chemistry of surface passivation by hydrogen. Our EHT parameters thus provide a quantitative
model of bulk silicon and silicon-based interfaces such as contacts and reconstructed surfaces,
which are essential ingredients towards a quantitative quantum transport simulation through
silicon-based heterostructures. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2259820I. INTRODUCTION
Silicon constitutes the dominating component of present
day microelectronic devices. The extended infrastructure of
the chip industry and the well studied material and process-
ing properties of silicon argue in favor of retaining it as the
element of choice for future nanoscale devices, possibly with
modifications due to strain engineering,1–4 germanium
alloying,5,6 or hybrid “add-on” components such as organic
thin films7–9 or molecular assemblies.10,11 It is now becoming
quite clear that the increasing importance of surface scatter-
ing in nanoelectronic devices requires a reevaluation of stan-
dard electronic structure techniques, typically calibrated to
bulk band structure but not to surface chemical or transport
properties.
Numerous recent experiments highlight the importance
of the detailed interaction between bulk band structure and
surface chemical properties of silicon. These include gating
of transistors by surface dimers,12,13 detection of single mol-
ecule adsorbates by silicon substrates,14,15 systematic varia-
tion in molecular spectra that can be correlated with bonding
variations,16 and predictable negative differential resistance
NDR, possibly due to the interaction between molecular
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future devices might require an understanding and perhaps
even a precision engineering of interfacial properties with
silicon. Thus even a minimal quantitative model of transport
through silicon devices must be able to capture its multiple
band edge energies and locations, effective masses, spin-
orbit couplings, band-bending and depletion electrostatics,
surface reconstruction, and associated defect state electronic
properties.
Density functional theoretical DFT approaches, such as
local density approximation LDA and generalized gradient
approximation GGA, are well suited to determining elec-
tronic and material properties such as molecular configura-
tion which depend on the total energy.21–23 They are, how-
ever, questionable for transport,24,25 which depends instead
on the accuracy of a few levels or bands near the Fermi
energy. Even the band gap of semiconductors, a crucial in-
gredient for modeling semiconductor electronic transport, is
underestimated by DFT-LDA/GGA calculations.26 While the
band gap itself can be fixed within the GW approxi-
1Although the observed NDR has features that qualitatively agree with the
proposed mechanism, specifically, a reversal of polarity with doping and a
migration of the onset voltage with tip withdrawal, there are issues to be
sorted out, such as the accessibility of the levels17–20 and the possibility that
20these NDR events are driven by scattering-induced configuration changes.
© 2006 American Institute of Physics15-1
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and currently not very practical for transport simulations
through nano interfaces, besides the need to benchmark with
other important band structure parameters.
In less rigorous, but computationally cheaper semiempir-
ical approaches, the band structure is determined by adjust-
ing irreducible matrix elements of the Hamiltonian and over-
lap matrices to match band edge positions and effective
masses. While, orthogonal tight-binding OTB parameters
have been extensively optimized for electronic structure of
bulk semiconductors such as silicon and germanium,29–31
their transferability to various reconstructed surfaces has not
been quantitatively benchmarked,32,33 so that usually a rep-
arametrization is required. Another shortcoming is the lack
of explicit basis sets to capture electronic density variations
on an interatomic scale where bonding chemistry sets in. On
the other hand, orthogonal as well as non-orthogonal tight-
binding parametrization schemes have been proven to be
quite robust for total energy calculations to determine the
equilibrium atomic structure of reconstructed silicon sur-
faces with different orientations34–42 as well as the atomic
structure of finite sized silicon clusters.43–51 Since the total
energy is an integral rather than a spectral property, the
atomic structure is less sensitive with respect to variations in
the electronic spectrum of the system, since potential errors
partly cancel out.52 The main difficulty here is to construct an
accurate functional for the total energy, so that atomic struc-
tures, electronic affinities, etc., can be predicted in a quanti-
tative manner.51
In our preceding paper, we used a nonorthogonal tight-
binding scheme based on extended Hückel theory EHT to
model carbon nanotubes, demonstrating the transferability of
the EHT parameters from a graphene sheet to small diameter
tubes, and thereafter applying to strongly deformed carbon
nanotube CNT molecule heterostructures.53 Here, we
present optimized EHT parameters for bulk silicon that will
be benchmarked against multiple target values such as band
edges and effective masses. We then explore the transferabil-
ity of these EHT parameters to different environments by
calculating the two-dimensional 2D band structure for two
reconstructed silicon surfaces, silicon 100-21 and
111− 21, and compare them quantitatively to experi-
ments and state of the art DFT-GW calculations. Finally, we
use the silicon parameters to calculate the one-dimensional
1D band dispersion and transmission for an unrecon-
structed silicon nanowire to examine its surface passivation.
We have used this approach in the past to successfully
deconstruct the role of silicon surface microstructure on the
electronic properties of buckyballs.16 It was also used to de-
velop a quantitative model of molecular NDR on silicon,19
and to examine the role of surface relaxation on silicon nano-
wire transistor currents.54 Our approach thus achieves a good
match between computational accuracy and practicality,
while its explicit basis sets allow us to formulate quantum
scattering boundary conditions that can help us combine
multiscale atomic and coarse grain descriptions of different
parts of a nanostructure.55
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II briefly sum-
marizes the main features of extended Hückel theory. Section
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and the comparison of the band edges and effective masses
to experimental target values. We then investigate the trans-
ferability of the parameters by employing them to different
silicon surfaces. Finally, the 1D electronic structure of a sili-
con nanowire is determined including its surface passivation.
We summarize present and future work in Sec. IV.
II. APPROACH
The silicon band structures for the bulk, the two recon-
structed surfaces, and the 1D nanowire are calculated within
a nonorthogonal Slater-Koster scheme56 using extended
Hückel theory to generate the overlap- and Hamiltonian-
matrix elements S and H, respectively. Here, we briefly sum-
marize the essential features of EHT, which is described in
more detail in Refs. 53 and 57.
The most striking difference between EHT and OTB is
that in EHT one works with explicit atomiclike orbital AO
basis functions, which are used to construct the matrix ele-
ments S and H. In turn, in orthogonal tight binding the basis
functions are not known and used as a formal tool to con-
struct all matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. The matrix
elements are then usually adjusted to a reference band struc-
ture, for example. Compared to OTB in extended Hückel
theory one adjusts only the diagonal matrix elements of the
Hamiltonian onsite energies E and the parameters speci-
fying the basis functions, which are Slater-type functions
STO.53,58 Since the basis functions are known, the overlap
matrix S is calculated explicitly and used to construct the
off-diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian hopping
according to53,57
H = E,
S = d3r* rr , 1
H =
1
2KEHTSH + H ,
assuming that the Hamiltonian depends linearly on the
overlap.57 The equations can be generalized to model hetero-
geneous structures and interfaces.53,59,60 S is the overlap
matrix between the orbital basis functions  and , while
KEHT is an additional fitting parameter usually set to 1.75 for
molecules and 2.3 for solids.57,58
Compared to OTB, Slater-type basis functions are non-
orthogonal, providing an improved transferability of the
model parameters with respect to changes in the
environment.23,61,62 The enhanced transferability can be jus-
tified by constructing orthogonal Löwdin orbitals from the
nonorthogonal basis functions. Compared to the original
AOs these Löwdin functions are longer ranged to enforce
orthogonality over the entire domain, making the basis func-
tions more sensitive to environmental changes.52,56,61,63
The transferability of parameters becomes particularly
evident under structural deformation. For bulk systems em-
pirical scaling rules have been developed to handle small
amounts of strain within nearest-neighbor orthogonal tight
64,65binding, but their transferability becomes questionable
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often much greater than 2%–5%, along with associated
changes in bonding chemistry. The scaling laws are often of
the power-law type with an adjusted exponent to match elas-
tic properties of bulk systems valid for small strain, and may
thus be inapplicable to surfaces. Furthermore, the surface
band structures are critically dependent on interdimer inter-
actions, which are hard to capture within a nearest-neighbor
approximation.
III. RESULTS FOR EHT-ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
FOR SILICON
A. Si Bulk
To perform quantitative transport calculations through
nanostructure materials, the free parameters of a semiempir-
ical tight-binding model have to be calibrated to experimen-
tal targets and/or band structure data obtained from other
theoretical approaches. In the past, EHT parameters were
generated for several bulk crystal structures such as metals,
semi-conductors, and compounds.58 Specifically, for silicon
these parameters have been optimized to match the bulk dis-
persion of DFT-GW calculations of Rohlfing et al.28 at se-
lected points within the three dimensional 3D Brillouin
zone.
58
We generate a more elaborate parametrization using ex-
perimentally determined band structure values of bulk sili-
con, such as band edge locations and effective masses as
targets.66 We use the TBGREEN code67 to minimize the root-
mean-square rms error between our EHT bands and the
targets via a conjugate gradient method as described in Ref.
58. Since most of the targets refer to experiments done at low
temperatures 5–10 K Ref. 66, we perform the minimiza-
tion of the rms error at T=0.0 K. The 3D band structure of
silicon is calculated using an sp3d5 orbital basis for each
silicon atom. In order to capture and optimize the split-off
gap 0, the Hamiltonian is made spin dependent by incorpo-
rating spin-orbit SO interaction. For simplicity we assume
that the SO interaction HSO is local, i.e., only spins on the
same site interact. In this case, the respective SO Hamil-
tonian is given by68
HSO = 
l
l 
mm
lmL · Slm	 , 2
where lm	 denotes the l ,m AO basis function of atom
 in the unit cell with spin  and l is the spin-orbit pa-
rameter L ·S prefactor. Explicit expressions for the L ·S
matrix elements may be found in Ref. 68. In our calculations,
we added the HSO interaction only for the p states l=1, thus
introducing a further fit parameter, the LS prefactor, which
we denote by LSp.
Figure 1 shows the band dispersion for bulk silicon us-
ing the optimized silicon atom EHT parameters given in
Table I. Table II shows the results of our optimization along
with their relative errors columns 2 and 3 compared with
the experimental target values as reference column 4. Our
values for the band edges and the effective masses agree very
66
well with the target values, and are competitive with state-
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silicon31 whose results and relative errors are shown in col-
umns 5 and 6, respectively.
B. Si Surfaces for different orientations
We now investigate the transferability of our EHT pa-
rameters for bulk silicon and use them to calculate non-self-
consistent surface band structures for two different surface
orientations. The semi-infinite surfaces are modeled by a fi-
nite slab consisting of a series of layers, with the dangling
bond states at the bottom eliminated by hydrogen
passivation.
To calculate the 2D silicon band structure of the recon-
structed surface we use the unit cell coordinate of Ref. 69 for
Si100-21 and for Si111-21 from Ref. 70 as
shown in Fig. 2. Since the unit cell of the more common
77 reconstruction for Si111 is very large, we opted
instead for the less common 21 reconstruction on this
surface. For Si100-21 we use a slab with 13 layers,
where the first four layers correspond to the reconstructed
silicon surface, and the remaining eight layers correspond to
positions of bulk silicon. The last layer consists of hydrogen
to passivate the bottom of the slab. The lattice vectors for
Si100-21 are a1=7.68 Å ex and a2=3.84 Å ey. Simi-
larly, the Si111-21 reconstructed surface contains 21
layers, where the first 8 layers are relaxed, the following 12
FIG. 1. Band structure of bulk silicon calculated within EHT using the
parameters given in Table I. The Fermi level is at EF=0.0 eV horizontal
solid line. The EHT parameters are optimized to experimental target values
taken from Ref. 66.
TABLE I. EHT parameters for bulk silicon using spd orbitals after optimi-
zation against the experimental target values specified in Table II. Eon is the
onsite energy, 
i ,ci are the exponents and respective expansion coefficients
of the STO, and LSp denotes the parameter for spin-orbit coupling. The
parameter KEHT is taken as orbital independent.
AO Eon 1 c1 2 c2 LSp KEHT
Si 3s −17.489 2.170 1.0 0.0 0.0 ¯ 2.622
3p −10.535 1.853 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.044 2.622
3d −4.911 0.880 0.759 0.0 0.0 ¯ 2.622 AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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hydrogen. The 2D Bravais lattice vectors here are
a1=6.65 Å ex and a2=3.84 Å ey.
Figure 3 shows the band structure of reconstructed sili-
con 100-21 calculated within EHT top using the sili-
con parameters of Table I. The band dispersion at the bottom
of Fig. 3 corresponds to DFT-GW calculations of Rohlfing et
al.71 with the 	 and 	* bands shown in solid lines. The
diamond symbols represent photoemission PES experi-
ments. As can be seen, the shapes of our EHT-calculated 	
TABLE II. Band structure characteristics for bulk silicon using extended
Hückel theory and spd orbitals for each Si atom. The EHT parameters, cf.
Table I, have been optimized to experimental target values taken from Ref.
66 column 4. Columns 5 and 6 contain the fit values and errors based on
an orthogonal tight-binding model using sp3d5s* orbitals see Ref. 31. The
effective masses at the L valley are not well established, so that we do not
strongly weigh them in the optimization see Ref. 31.
Quantity Si-EHT Rel. err. % Si-target Si-sp3d5s* Rel. err. %
Ec

 3.324 1.3 3.368 3.999 0.9
Ev

 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0.0445 1.0 0.045 0.0472 4.9
Ec,min
L 2.393 0.3 2.400 2.383 0.7
Ec,min
X 1.122 −0.4 1.118 1.131 1.2
k
min
001 88.0% −3.5 85.0% 81.3% 4.4
mX,l
e 0.939 −2.5 0.916 0.891 2.7
mX,t
e 0.161 15.5 0.190 0.201 5.8
mL,l
e 1.136 43.2 2.000 3.433 71.7
mL,t
e 0.140 −39.7 0.100 0.174 74.0
mlh
001
−0.182 10.7 −0.204 −0.214 4.9
mlh
110
−0.148 −0.7 −0.147 −0.152 3.4
mlh
111
−0.149 −7.0 −0.139 −0.144 3.6
mhh
001
−0.277 −0.9 −0.275 −0.276 0.4
mhh
110
−0.579 0.0 −0.579 −0.581 0.3
mhh
111
−0.663 10.2 −0.738 −0.734 0.5
mso −0.217 7.1 −0.234 −0.246 5.1
E1
G
−12.11 3.1 −12.50 ¯ ¯
m1
G 1.77 −47.7 1.20 ¯ ¯
FIG. 2. Structure of the unit cell for the two silicon surfaces see Refs. 69
and 70. Left: Si100-21 with the first four layers relaxed and nine
bulklike layers. Right: Si111-21 where the first 8 layers are relaxed
and 12 bulk layers. In each case, the bottom of the surface is hydrogen
passivated to remove dangling bond states. The dashed horizontal line indi-
cates the position of one layer.
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DFT-GW calculations as well as with PES experiments for
the 	 band.
Despite the good qualitative agreement, which demon-
strates the transferability of our parameters in capturing the
essential physics of the surface bands, there are quantitative
differences. The experimental indirect band gap 	*-	 be-
tween the 	* and 	 band is about 0.8–1.2 eV,72 whereas
the gap in EHT, 0.3 eV, is underestimated as in DFT-LDA
calculations, because we are overestimating the bandwidth of
our 	 bands. In Table III we compare the band gaps and
band edges calculated in EHT at different points of the 2D
Brillouin zone with those obtained by DFT-GW
calculations71 and experiments.
The difference between the theoretical approaches be-
comes more explicit in Fig. 4 where only the dispersions for
the 	 and 	* surface bands are shown for our EHT calcula-
tion and the DFT-GW calculations of Rohlfing et al.71 The
plots have been extracted from Fig. 3 by digitizing the re-
spective 	 and 	* bands. The unoccupied 	* band agrees
quantitatively with the one obtained from DFT-GW over the
FIG. 3. Surface band structure of unpassivated, reconstructed silicon
100-21 calculated within EHT top using the parameters of Table I.
The bottom figure is a DFT-GW calculation see Ref. 71. The two bands
within the 2D-projected bulk silicon band gap correspond to the 	 and 	*
bands of the silicon surface described by the asymmetric dimer model. Re-
printed figure bottom with permission from Ref. 28.entire Brillouin zone region as shown in Fig. 4. Similarly, the
 AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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range of the Brillouin zone, except within the 
-J and the
first third of the J-K path. The latter domain includes the 	
maximum, which appears 0.25/0.3 eV too high, so that the
	*-	 band gap is noticeably underestimated.
The surface density of states DOS is shown in Fig. 5.
The energy-resolved partial DOS is calculated for each dimer
atom upper and lower and for the two deeper silicon layers
away from the surface. The partial DOS of the upper dimer
atom is located closer to the valence band, whereas for the
lower one it lies near the conduction band, indicating that the
	 surface band is formed from the upper dimer atom,
whereas the 	* band comes from the lower one.73 Consistent
with the EHT 	 band dispersions in Figs. 3 and 4 the PDOS
of the upper dimer atom is too much above the valence band,
so that the 	*-	 gap in the PDOS is too small. As we pro-
ceed away from the surface into the bulklike region, the
weights of the 	 and 	* DOS decrease continuously layer
TABLE III. Comparison of the band gaps  and band edges E calculated in
EHT, DFT-GW see Ref. 71, and experiments for the silicon surface
100-21 at different points of the 2D Brillouin zone. All values are in
units of eV. All experimental values have been extracted from the respective
figure in Ref. 71 if not labeled otherwise.
EHT Table I DFT-GW Expt.
Emax
	 0.47 0.16 −0.42
Emin
	* 0.81 0.81 ¯
	*−	 0.34 0.65 0.8−1.2a
E

	 0.14 −0.10 −0.13, −0.42
E

	* 0.91 0.94 ¯

 0.78 1.04 ¯
EJ
	
−0.20 −0.19 −0.26, −0.26
EJ
	* 1.11 1.00 ¯
J 0.91 1.19 ¯
EK
	
−0.74 −0.81 −0.97
EK
	* 1.11 1.07 ¯
K 1.85 1.87 ¯
EJ
	
−0.74 −0.81 −0.81, −0.97
EJ
	* 0.81 0.81 ¯
J 1.55 1.61 ¯
aReference 72.
FIG. 4. Comparison of the 	 and 	* surface bands calculated within EHT
and DFT-GW see Ref. 71. The dispersion of the 	 and 	* bands of Fig. 3
have been digitized. The data of the red curve are adapted with permission
from Fig. 3 of Ref. 28.
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reached layer 8, so that the original bulk band gap
of 1.1 eV is recovered.
As a second example, we look at the surface band struc-
ture of reconstructed Si111-21 as shown in Fig. 6 us-
ing the EHT parameters in Table I. Similar to the previous
case, the overall shapes of the 	 and 	* surface bands match
qualitatively with DFT-GW calculations of Rohlfing et al.
FIG. 5. Partial density of states PDOS of unpassivated silicon 100-2
1 surface calculated for different layers starting from the bulklike eighth
layer top towards the 100 surface consisting of the two dimer atoms. The
two peaks in the DOS at each dimer atom correspond to the 	 and 	* bands.
FIG. 6. 	 and 	* surface band structure of the unpassivated, reconstructed
silicon 111-21 calculated in EHT top. The figure at the bottom
shows the dispersion calculated within DFT-GGA of Rohlfing and Louie
see Ref. 74, respectively. The bottom figure is reprinted with permission
from Ref. 74.
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edges and gaps column 1 at two specific points, J and K, of
the 2D Brillouin zone with DFT-GW calculations74,75 and
PES/IPES experiments. The values for the band edges as
well as for the gaps agree quantitatively among all three
calculations, and also show a good agreement with PES/ in-
verse photoemission IPES experiments, where the error in
the energy resolution is typically 150–200 meV depending
on temperature and incident energy of the electrons. A more
extended comparison with PES/IPES experiments turns out
to be very limited, since the 	 and the 	* bands are not as
well experimentally determined as in the case of silicon
100-21.
Contrary to the previous case of Si100-21, we find
for Si111-21 that both 	* and 	 band dispersions cal-
culated in EHT agree very well quantitatively with DFT-GW
calculations of Northrup et al.75 and in particular with Rohlf-
ing et al.74 over the entire range of the Brillouin zone, as
shown in Fig. 7.
In the two previous cases we explored the transferability
of the EHT parameters, cf. Table I, optimized for bulk silicon
by applying them to other environments such as recon-
structed surfaces for silicon 100-21 and 111-21.
Without any reparametrization the experimentally observed
TABLE IV. Comparison of the band gaps  and bandedges E in units of
eV calculated in EHT, DFT-GW see Refs. 74 and 75 and experiments for
the silicon surface 111-21 at different points of the 2D Brillouin zone.
Column 3 contains the values from Ref. 75 and column 4 the ones from Ref.
74. The experimental values column 5 have been extracted from the cor-
responding figure in Ref. 74, respectively Ref. 75 if not labeled otherwise.
EHT Table I DFT-GW DFT-GW Expt.
EJ
	
−0.05 −0.07 0.0 0.09
EJ
	* 0.61 0.53 0.69 0.67
J 0.66 0.60 0.68 0.58
EK
	
−0.11 −0.04 −0.04 ¯
EK
	* 0.80 0.78 0.88 ¯
K 0.91 0.82 0.92 ¯
FIG. 7. Comparison of the 	 and 	* surface bands calculated within EHT
and DFT-GW see Refs. 74 and 75 of Fig. 6 bottom see Ref. 74 and of
Fig. 2 from Ref. 75. have been digitized. The data in the dashed curve are
adapted with permission from Fig. 2 of Ref. 75. Copyright 1999 American
Physical Society. The data in the dashed-dotted curve are adapted with per-
mission from Fig. 2 of Ref. 74.
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large part of the Brillouin zone, and in the case of silicon
111-21 over the entire 2D Brillouin zone, as compared
to PES/IPES experiments and DFT-GW calculations. As dis-
cussed, quantitative differences exist, particularly for the in-
direct band gap 	*-	 for silicon 100-21, which is un-
derestimated similar to DFT-LDA pseudopotential
calculations.73
One reason for the quantitative differences, particularly
the wrong position of the 	 state in the 
-point region which
is well above the valence band, might be due to the non-self-
consistent calculation of the band structures for the recon-
structed silicon 100 and 111 surfaces. Calculating the to-
tal non-self-consistent charge on each dimer atom by
integrating the local DOS LDOS effects of the finite sized
slab on the LDOS not included yields a charge of 4.13e on
the upper and 3.75e on the lower dimer atom. The total
charge of the two dimer atoms is about 7.88e. In turn, a
self-consistent calculation of the dimer atom charge using
SIESTA Refs. 76 and 77 results in a total charge on the upper
dimer atom of about 4.0e, whereas the lower one has 3.88e.
What one would expect qualitatively is that under self-
consistency the upper atom 	 band which initially carries
too much negative charge loses some parts of it to the silicon
slab and partial charge is transferred to the lower dimer
atom; the net effect is that the 	 band floats down. In turn,
the lower dimer atom 	* band would gain charge partially
from the upper dimer atom and from the bulk like slab, so
that the respective 	* band floats up. Since both bands float
in opposite directions, the indirect band gap 	*-	 would
effectively increase. We expect that a full 3D self-consistent
solution of the electronic structure, for example, within a
complete neglect of differential overlap CNDO scheme,
can correct for the discrepancies, which would further in-
crease the transferability of our EHT parameters for silicon.
C. Si nanowire Š100‹: H passivation in EHT
As a final example, we use the silicon parameters cf.,
Table I to calculate the 1D band structure of a nanowire
with square cross section as shown in Fig. 8. The side length
of the wire is L=1.5 nm and its axis is along the 100	 di-
rection. We assume for simplicity that the wire is unrelaxed,
and consider i an unpassivated surface and ii a wire where
we have explicitly added hydrogen atoms to saturate the dan-
gling bonds, cf., Fig. 8.
Figure 9 shows the 1D dispersion relation for the two
structures. As can be seen in the top part, the bulk band gap
of the silicon nanowire is filled with dangling bond states
due to the unsaturated bonds of the surface atoms. All dan-
gling bands are completely removed after the wire is passi-
vated by explicitly attaching hydrogen bottom, so that the
original direct band gap of 2.1 eV is recovered. The nano-
wire band structure also allows us to calculate transport
properties, such as the electronic transmission function right
parts in Fig. 9 at top and bottom. The transmission shows
integer step values corresponding to conduction through each
wire subband.
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faces by physically adding surface atoms or molecules to
them as shown experimentally for cyclopentene on silicon
100, for example.78 This is an improvement over more ad
hoc approaches, as in the aforementioned orthogonal tight-
binding scheme Ref. 79, for example. In the latter case, the
dangling bonds are removed by first transforming the Hamil-
tonian to a hybrid basis, and then artificially increasing the
orbital energies of the relevant unsaturated dangling bonds.
While this approach does remove the dangling bond states as
desired, the increments in dangling bond onsite energies
need to be determined empirically.79 Furthermore, the ab-
FIG. 8. Front top and sideview bottom of a silicon nanowire with square
cross section and side length L=1.5 nm along the 100	 direction. For the
unpassivated wire left the unit cell contains 81 silicon atoms, and in the
H-passivated case right the total number of atoms is 117.
FIG. 9. 1D band structure and transmission per spin of an unrelaxed silicon
nanowire along the 100	 wire axis. The E-k and transmission at the top are
for the unpassivated wire surface, and at the bottom for the H-passivated
surface to remove the dangling bond states. The transmission shown in the
insets takes integer values where each channel contributes one unit quantum
2conductance G0=e /h per spin.
Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tosence of actual hydrogen atoms prevents the nanowire wave
functions from penetrating out of the well and imposes hard-
wall boundary conditions that tend to push the charges too
far inside from the surface.
In contrast, in extended Hückel theory the surface passi-
vation is controlled by the passivation atoms, which are an
explicit part of the entire structure. Once the structure is
specified, the amount by which the silicon levels are shifted
is determined by the chemical species of the passivation at-
oms. The hybridization causing the shift of the silicon dan-
gling bond states is naturally incorporated within the Hamil-
tonian matrix through the EHT-prescription described by
Eq. 1. Thus the EHT approach allows us to investigate the
role of surface relaxation in nanowire transistors with large
surface-to-volume ratios,54 and the importance of surface
chemistry for nanowire sensors.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we believe that a non orthogonal extended
Hückel theoretical EHT tight-binding approach and analo-
gous formulations80,81 accomplishes a good practical com-
promise between rigorous, but computationally expensive
DFT-based approaches, and orthogonal tight-binding meth-
ods, which might not be suitable for large structural defor-
mations beyond 2%-3%. The main appeal of EHT is that it
captures bulk as well as surface physics along with bonding
chemistry at heterointerfaces including large structural defor-
mations, all within a unified semiempirical frame-
work.16,53,59,60 The technique still needs further improvement
to fully utilize its capabilities and to establish it as a
methodological tool towards a quantitative modeling of
quantum transport through nanostructures. However, the
flexibility of EHT demonstrated here and in our previous
paper Part I53 opens the door to studying the electronic
structure and transport through molecular heterostructures as
well as larger nanostructures, whose detailed interactions at
an atomic scale could nonetheless prove to be quite signifi-
cant for the understanding and even design of future nanos-
cale devices.
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